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Two calorimeters are used in the -telescope GAMMA-400 for
1. GAMMA-400 short description. measurement of particles energy. Position-sensitive calorimeter 10 MeV due to method looks like BATSE (Burst And Transient
At present the progress in high-energy gamma-ray CC1 makes of 2 strips layers and 2 layers of CsI(Tl) detectors.
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observatory with the following main scientific goals [2]:
High energy -emission during solar flares was firstly
the energy range of 0.2 - 10 MeV. Also it is possible to register detected in GAMMA-1 experiment from event 15.07.1991 [8] indirect dark matter origin study due to -lines
the -emission from solar flares in main and additional apertures see fig. 2. During this flare gammas with energy up to 300 MeV
studying;
discrete astrophysical sources observations;
were registered during several hours after low energy emission
with thresholds of ~20MeV and 1 MeV correspondingly.
diffuse background -emission investigations;
high energy GRB emission research;
the study of high energy e−e+ fluxes;
research of high energy light nuclei fluxes.
The -telescope GAMMA-400 includes anticoincidence system
(polyvinyltoluene based top and lateral detectors: AC_top and
AC_lat), converter-tracker consists of 13 layers of strip detectors,
time-of-flight system (2 polyvinyltoluene based detectors S1 and
S2), position-sensitive calorimeter CC1 contains 2 layers of strip
detectors and 2 layers of CsI(Tl) detectors, electromagnetic
calorimeter CC2 based on CsI(Tl) crystals, polyvinyltoluene based
scintillation detectors of the calorimeter (S3 and S4),
polyvinyltoluene based lateral detectors of the calorimeter (LD). Fig.
1 has LD drawn in dashed lines as their installation requires added
weight and power supply allowance. However, the additional and
lateral apertures are not usable without the inclusion of LD. All
polyvinyltoluene based detectors has 2 sensitive layers. Gammatelescope GAMMA-400 principal scheme is shown at fig. 1. It has 3
apertures provides events registration both from upper and lateral
directions: main, additional and lateral. Together with the telescope GAMMA-400, the space observatory will include roentgen
telescope ART-XC designed in Space Research Institute RAS, two
star sensors for determining the scientific apparatus axes with
accuracy of approximately 5“ and two magnetometers. One side of
the calorimeter will be solar oriented to support proper functioning
of solar panels and cooling radiator is located from its other 3 sides.
GAMMA-400 design is optimized for the energy 100 GeV with the
best parameters [3]: the angular resolution ~0.01°, the energy one is
~2%, but is able to detect -ray, electron/positron and light nuclei
fluxes in the energy range from 100 MeV up to several TeV too. The
GAMMA-400 telemetry downlink capability is 100 GB/day.

Fig. 1. The physical scheme of the under consideration
variant of GAMMA-400 construction and it’s 3 apertures.

2. GAMMA-400 apertures.

Three apertures provide events registration both from upper
and lateral directions – see fig.1 and table1. The main aperture
provides the best angular (all strip layers information analysis)
and energy (energy deposition in the all detectors studying)
resolution. The main aperture created firstly due to convertertracker (C): gammas converted in tungsten conversion foils are
registered. Triggers in the main aperture will be formed using
information about particle direction provided by TOF system and
about presence of charged particle or backsplash obtained from
AC_top and AC_lat anticoincidence detectors. Gamma-telescope
operated in event by event registration mode in this aperture.

Table 1. GAMMA-400 simplified scheme of trigger formation

Low energy threshold (~20 MeV for -quanta [4]) in this aperture
approved due to particles energy absorption in conversional foils
of converter-tracker and supporting elements. Events recognition
in main aperture provides due to energy deposition analysis in
individual detectors of ACtop, AClat, S1-S3 and CC1 individual
scintillator detectors discriminators. Various apertures
characteristics for gammas registration are listed in table 2.

Table 2. Various apertures characteristics for
gammas registration in GAMMA-400 experiment

Additional aperture allows to registered particles from upper
direction which don’t interact with converter-tracker and don’t
formed TOF signal. Particles registration in additional aperture
starts with signal of CC1 fast discriminators in anticoincidence
with TOF and antiTOF (for downward particles) pulses. Up-down
particle direction indicates due to fast signals from detectors CC1
and S3, anticoincidence in this aperture provides by S2, LD and
S4. The angular resolution is provided by strip layers in the CC1.
Electromagnetic shower starting point position defined due to
methods analogues to using in accelerator technique (so-called
«center-of-gravity technique») allow accuracy ~1 mm for
electrons (positrons) with Е~8 GeV – for example, in experiments
BTeV [5] and PANDA [6].
The lateral aperture allows to register -quanta,
electrons/positrons and light nuclei with energy E>10 GeV. Also it
provides detecting of gammas in the energy ranges of 0.2 - 10 MeV
and 10 MeV – 10 GeV. One side of calorimeter will be solar oriented
to support solar panels functioning and cooling radiator is located
from its other three sides. It gives lower limit for -quanta
detection: ~0.2 MeV from solar side (given due to particles energy
absorption in LD) and several MeV (refined value depends on
cooling radiator final construction) for other three ones provides
by particles energy absorption in LD and cooling radiator
constructive elements. Angular resolution in this aperture obtained
due to individual detectors of CC2 count rate analysis only for nonstationary events (GRB, solar flares and so on) in energy range 0.2 -

was finished. Now delayed highenergy -emission observed during
several flares with GOES class М (in
particular, events 7.06.2011 with class
M2.5 and 7.03.2011with M3.7 one) in
energy band Е>100 MeV by Fermi/LAT
instrument [9]. However registered in
high-energy band by Fermi/LAT flares
weren’t powerful in the observed
period, for example classes of events
8.03.2011 and 9.03.2011 were M5.3 and
Х1.5 correspondingly [10]. Also 4907
solar flares were registered by
Fermi/GBM in low energy band [11].
Typical energy spectrum of GBM
registered flare is presented at fig. 4
All such flares types will be observed
by GAMMA-400. Area in which solar emission may be registered in
GAMMA-400 experiment is shown at
fig. 1. Maximum angle on which telescope should be rotated towards
the Sun is~10O and defined by position
of roentgen telescope ART-XC.

UT

Fig.3. Gamma-emission during solar flare
15.07.1991 on GAMMA-1 experiment data [8]

Fig.4. GBM count spectrum for flare 07.03.2012 [12]

4. Conclusion.

GAMMA-400 will be new generation satellite -telescope with
better characteristics than existing instruments:
- angular resolution - energy resolution -data storage quota
Events registration from both upper and lateral directions
provides due to three apertures: main, additional and lateral. One
side of calorimeter will be always solar oriented to support solar
panels functioning and cooling radiator is located from its other
three sides. It allows using part of lateral aperture for solar flares
investigation in spite of lateral aperture has only several degrees
angular resolution for non-stationary events in energy range 0.2 10 MeV. Also emission from solar flares is possible to register in
the main and additional apertures with thresholds ~20MeV and 1
MeV correspondingly. Solar flare investigation in wide energy
band allows to solve problems of -emission production
mechanism and correlations between flare emission in soft Xrays (measured by GOES series satellites) and -band.
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